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be provided €'ven during periods outside human occupation. Added tothis there is the problem of humidity control, a problem brought
about by the high transpiration rates of the planls, conflicting
with the need to eliminate condensation on the external glazing
surfáces. FinaIly, in the interests of reducing summer sotar gáins
to a minimum, the light transmittance or the area of the atriumglazing is often reduced. This compromises the winter performance,
when the low light levels actually require permenant artificial
lighting in the atrium, in order for the plãnts to survive.
We can see that these factors aIl conspire to produce a gas-guzzler
rather than a Iow energy building. Let us now èxprore anaLternative avenue.

THE ENERGY SAVING ÀTRIUII

Going back to the concept of covering over an otherwise open court,
how can the requirements for the daylighting and naturaLventilation be net. Firstly the atrium glazing must respond to theproblem of too. little light in winter año too much in summer byadopting moveable shading devices. Fixed shading, or tin[ed orreflective glass is no ansl4ter to the problem. Indeed, reducing theglazing area with opaque panels is a much more intelligent soÍutionthan the use of low transmittance glass, since the opaque sections
9an have good thermal resistance. The other importanl iequirementis that the interior of the atrium is as ligh¡-reflective as.possible.

secondry, the atrium should if possible provide a ventilation
source to the surrounding rooms. rn winter, temperature
differentials between the rooms and the atrium will provide enough
thermal buoyancy to give single-sided ventilation for fresh airon1y. In summer, where the atrium itself is now ventilated at ahigh rate, it may be used to generate cross-ventilation to the
rooms, driven by stack effect, even on windless days. To attain
this large openings in the atrium roof will be required, probably
electrically operated under thermostatic control, and linked withthe automatic shading devices. Automatic opening vents are often a
requirement for smoke venting - if they are there anyhow, why not
use them for normal ventilation? Single-sided ventilation maypresent problems in summer, due to the rack of significant air
movement in the atrium. This is an appropriate situation for the
use of a J.ow powered window-mounted fan to create a rapid exchangeof air and perceptable air movement.

Assuming then, that these two basic requirements are met, and that
we have rejected the idea of artificial heating and cooling in theatriumr wê are now at least back to where l,¡e started i.e. the
atrium is not actually costing us energy in comparison to the
building with the open court. Let us now exprore the benefits.
The most important physical effect is that in winter the
temperature of the atrium wirl be much higher than that of Lhe
ambient air. Heat enters the atrÍum from the walls separating the
atrium from the heated building, and also, in the form of solargains. At the same time, heat is lost through the atrium gJ-azing,
and it is not surprising that the thermal balance (and hence the
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atrium temeparture), is sensitive to theglazing to that of the surrounding walls
transmittance, the thermal transmittance
geometry.

rel-ative area of atrium
and their thermal
of the glazíng, and the

The resuLts of this elevation of temperature in energy terms, aretwofold. Firstly the conductive losses from the surrounding
building are reduced, since the temperature differential iðreduced. (Another htay of looking at this is that a further thermalresistance has been added in series.) This reduction may be verysignificant in cases where the surrounding wall is of hlgh therñal-transmittance, i.e. has a large proportion of grazing. sécondly theatrium offers the posssiblity of providing pre-heateã air forventilation purposes, therby reducing the vèntilation heat Ioss ofthe heated spaces.

Thirdly the amenity value of the court is greatly increased. Notolry is it protected from rain and wind, but it is of course, inwinter, much warmer than the outside.

Finally' even in summer we can improve conditions compared withoutside. Because we have a structure upon which to hang shadingdevices, the whole court can be shaded. rt is not difiicult tõprovide sufficient ventilation to keep the atrium temperaturesless than about 3 degC above ambient temperatures, abõut 10å of theroof glazing being openable will be sufficient. This leads to alower environmental temperature than one would experience outside,
where direct sun would elevate the effective tempèrature about 6
degC above the air temperature.

Furthermore, if the wall and floor surfaces of the atrium are
massive, night ventilation set up by the stack effect, will cool
down the structure and lower the mean radiant temperature in theatrium, therby lowering the environmental temperature further.
we have recently studied a small atrium in the new building of
cambridge consultants Ltd on the cambridge science park. rñis
unheated atrium has all the basic ingredients lisbed above,
unobstructed roof glazing with automatic shading devices, automatj_c
opening vents in the roof and at l-ow reve1, high reflectance
surfaces and openable windows into the atrium. Sample temperature
data for seven day periods in winter and summer are shown in fig (1)
Note that with ambient temperatures in cambridge as 1ow as -L2degc, the minimum in the atrium was 6 degc, and as the plots show
for most of the time it was well above this. In the summer however,
the atrium air temperature v\tas on average only about 4 degC above
ambient, and due to the 1ow surface temperature, the environmental
temperature was si.gnificantly less than this.
Another welcome observation is that the planting, far from
suffering from the rather losely controrled envirònment, has
thrived, far better than the same species are seen to fare in
cJ.osely control-led atria. This has attracted the attentions of
Landscape Research Cambridge, who in collaboration with the Martin
centre and the university Botany Department, are carrying out a
research programme on the aspect of "lov,¡ energy atrium planting".
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THE CONSERVÀTORY

Now let us direct a critical eye towards conservatories, but
first we will recapp on the mechanisms by which a conservatory
could, in ideal situations, save energy. There are three distinct
modes and they do not differ in principJ.e from those applying to
the atrium. They are (i) the reduction of conductive losses through
the separating walI, due to the elevated temperatures prevailting
in the conservatory, (ii) the possibility of a positive heat flux
via convective (or mechanical) air circulation operating when the
temperature in the conservatory is greater than the temperature in
the house, and (iii) the use of the conservatory to provide
pre-heated ventilation air. The three modes are illustated in
rig (2).

The first mode, whilst it is probably the most significant in the
case of the atrium, is less important in the case of the
conservatory on the side of a domestic building. This difference
stems mainly from the relative areas of protected waLl (and window)
in relation to the conservatory gLazrng area. InsuLatíon standards
of opaque wall are now high, and studies (I) have shown that there
is no advantage in deliberately making the separating wall between
the house and the conservatory of lower than normal insulation
standard with double or single glazed conservatories.

The second mode represents the cLassic view of the conservatory
function, as imported from the States, where high levels of solar
radiation combined with low air temperatures may have resulted in
good performance in this mode. It is the "Trombe Wall mode".
However in the UK climate the periods for which conservatories are
significantly above room temperatures during the heating season'
are relatively few. Both field studies (2) and simulations (1) have
confirmed this.

The third mode l-ooks more hopeful. With high insulation standards
becoming the norm, the proportion of heat loss due to ventilation
has increased. Efforts to lower ventiLation rates in low energy
buildings have often been met with problems of condensation and
poor tndoor air quatity. Thus it seems appropriate that we should
link solar gains with ventilation, in the conservatory, in order to
reduce ventilation heat l-oss. The great advantage of this mode, is
that unlike the second mechanism, there is no "threshold effect",
i.e. any increment of temperature, however small is usable. This
has significance for both the comfort of people and plants (and
hence the amenity value of the conservatory) for in the circulatory
mode described above, temperatures have to get dangerousJ-y high
before any significant convective input to the house can be made.

Indeed, a study carried out by the author for the Department of
Energy (I), involving a thermal simul-ation model incorporating a
naturatly induced ventilation model, suggests that for the UK

climate, solar ventilatin pre-heating (SVP) j-s the only way that
conservatories can make significant savings in heating energy.
The study points out that in optimising this mode, natural
ventilation must be designed and not just left to chance, and
that this will carry the extra benefit of improving indoor alr
quality, as well as reducing heating costs. It is clear. however,
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that the air entering the house from the conservatory should not beextra over and above sufficient infiltration arr"ããy'entering thebuilding from elsewhere. This cal1s iãr u tight uuiioing envelopewith a controlable purpose-provided ventilation route via theconservatory.

which adopt the SVp principle.
3 ) uses a J-ong conservatory asI as the main circulation ioute

mechanicarly, inresrared wirh rh:u:ir:ii"iÌ:ä ;:rfi'årl.n!liîl;.system f or each cl_assroom.

The
a
to

completed Energy I¡,forld
he SVp mode of operation. The

south to north, ítrespectj.ve of warea is greatly increãsed and isdirectly.

rt must be pointed out here that many conseïvatory designs probab1_yperform largery in the svp mode, artñough this *ãi Àot have beenthe expricit inrention of the desi;;¿;. rr,i" is becauseconservatories are usually on the
!h" envelope where there ãre mostfrom the south-west, it is 1ikelyproportion of infil_tration wilI en

The majority of conservatries attareasons of energy conservation atvalue. Clear1y if this is the case

performance. These costs,ts etc, are relativety small andenergy conserving feature

THE HEÀTED CONSERVÀTORY OR ÀTRTUM

But ale the pitfalls, resulting in poor performance, or evennegative performance where a conservatory will incréase energyconsumption? The pleasantness of the conservatory frequenLlypersuades owners to heat them in order to extend their occupiableperiod' Does this mean automaticalrv lr,.t the conservatory becomesa net energy 1ooser?

The answer is,- probably yêsr but not necessarily. once aconservatory is heatedr we now havsystem. The same rules wiIl applysunlit hours must balance the-ioãsor zero radiation. This balance wilregime, and the total conductance odependent upon the area (and hence-shape) of the conservatory, and
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rt is easy to.envisage a ugry different energy balancefrom the heat_ins ?I ã-"inör"-siãrãã-ãËiacnea domesricfor periods incÍuding ðuäÃing use.
resu It ing

conservatory

on the other hand, neh/ devel0pments in grazing materials may makeeven heated domestic c ---E'rrv¡¡su r¡¡ 
For example the Haslamn use triple
t by the Research inat this qlazing,
in an imþrovement inwall. This has promtedglazing for af1 southvirtually become adevices to reduce theeen applied to the

occupants will thrive but whether the
remains to be seen.

CONCLUSTON

a few generalizations can be made.

ge an unheated space evernd of the adjaceñt heatedin an increase in fighiing and
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Secondly, the atrium form is like1y to
conductive losses from the surrounding
conservatory form has Ihe potential for
SVP mechanism.

perform mainly by reducing
wa1ls, whereas the
major energy saving by the

We feel that the amenity value of an unheated space may even be
enhanced by their possessing a "climaten as disÈincI fiom an
"environmental standard". Planting must be compatible with thisinternal climate and not demand heating or othãr conditioning forits survival.

Where heating is used, this should be a Ioca1 and radiant source,simulating the warming effect of sunlight, rather than the
environment of the cosy living room.

We believe that the recognition of these broad principles will notonly ensure that atria and conservatories are iñdeed ãnergy savingfeatures, but also that they will continue to possess disúinctivearchitectural and environmental qualities
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